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• increases chain and guide
bar life remarkably

AC 10

• improves the cutting speed
• makes the replacement of
chain fast and easy
• lowers the risk of broken
chains
• No manual tensioning of
chain

Upgrade your efficiency with
an automatic chain tensioner!
AC 10 automatic chain tensioner is availible as an option for Hakki Pilke Easy
38 firewood processor. AC 10 keeps the chain in optimal tension at all times
which prevents the chain from breakage and loosening. The right chain tension
increaces the life of a chain and guide bar significantly and improves the cutting
speed. AC 10 doesn’t require any manual tensioning.

AC 10 automatic chain tensioning reduce the
chain elaps and cracks. (Chain and bar illustrations: COURTESY OF BLOUNT EUROPE SA/NV)

Wrong chain tension may cause wear down of
the bar rails. AC 10 keeps the chain in optimal
tension increasing the life of a chain.

Automatic chain tensioner makes replacement the chain fast and easy.
Efficiency increaces significantly when you can replace the chain in less than 40
seconds!

Check out the video and animation of AC 10 from our
website www.maaselankone.fi to learn more!
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Technical specification
Features
- add-on for Hakki Pilke Easy 38
- 16” guidebar
- 68 dl .325 chain 1,5 mm

With AC 10 replacing the chain is so easy
that you tend to sharpen the chain more.
Life of the bar and chain clearly grows.
Before I needed 6-7 chains to make
1000 m3 and now I could make the same
amount of firewood with just three chains.
AC 10 keeps the chain in place much better than before therefore saving time for
the main thing - making firewood.
- Firewood entrepreneuer
Jarkko Ala-Heikkilä, Finland

The tension of the chain is constant
so there is no need to tighten it, ever!
Replacing the chain is made easy with
the use of only one tool, and when the
only removable part is the chain the risk
of losing small parts or components is
minimal.
- Forester in Aalholm forest district
Anders Toftegaard, Denmark

